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Details of Visit:

Author: kenobi
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 18 Mar 2010 1.15
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Independent Angels
Website: http://www.independentangels.co.uk
Phone: 07780166374

The Premises:

Smart, discreet and tastefully furnished apartment. Very comfortable and easy to find. You're given
directions to spacious parking very nearby and then the final location when you arrive, all handled
very efficiently and courteously.

The Lady:

Well, where do I start? Natasha's just absolutely stunning. She's a petite 5'2", slim and toned size 8
with lovely long legs and a very nice ass! lol Oh yes, and the most incredible, shapely, soft and
perfect 32EE breasts that will have you catch your breath - just "WOW"!

This would be enough but as well as having an amazing, traffic stopping goddess like figure
Natasha's also very beautiful. Whether you get lost in her deep brown doe eyes, run your hands
through her long tousled brunette hair or spend time kissing her soft full pouting lips you'll be
smitten immediately. Personally I did all the above and then some. All in all she's one hell of a sexy
beautiful woman. Awesome.

The Story:

I was let in by Holly, a very attractive slim blonde who I'd never met but who was friendliness itself.

I'd seen Natasha a number of times before and each time just gets better and better. We joked,
kissed and undressed each other. She gave me some fantastic OWO, then I went down on her and
then we had sex in mish and I came very hard. The difference with Tash is that she makes all this
so special. She's so tactile; gripping and stroking my body throughout, I almost felt my legs giveway
as she sucked me, her squeals of delight when I was down on her were very exciting and when we
were at the "main event" she was pulling my hair and we pawed at and caressed each other so that
when I finished it was just explosive. An incredible experience and we lay there panting.

Afterwards we chatted, laughed and Tash gave me a great massage. I couldn't rise to the occasion
a second but she was very keen. We said our goodbyes and I went away a very happy man, having
been blown away by a truly wonderful woman. If you think I'm gushing too much then to be honest I
make no apologies, Natasha is amazing and that's all there is to it.
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Thanks Tash, see you soon x
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